Abstract
Nowadays, the drug trafficking is considered as the transnational organized crimes. Drug distributors and users, gradually, have changed the distribution and consumption model from traditional process into (chemical and industrial) psychoactive substances and this would require changes in substantive laws. The legal success in the fight against crime, also, absolutely depends on integrity, transparency and efficiency of the criminal procedure. Criminal Procedure Code is the point of impact with the community, which both are important and should be preserved. Procedure applied for drug offenses are of distinction procedure and the definition of Criminal Procedure Code for drug crimes is different from the other Procedure Codes. These can be noted in Jurisdiction of the Islamic Revolution Court, it should be considered in the light of special regulations on hedge arrangements, regulations on appeal and provisions regarding the involvement of lawyers. The present study aims to study rules and regulations governing the ways of investigating the industrial drug-related crimes (including planting, making, transportation, buying and selling, retaining, using or the interaction in the drugs). The study is an applied research due to the goals that it is collected through the required information is collected using documentary approach, then, it is analyzed by the analytical and descriptive method. The results of this investigation shows that the procedure rules drug Crimes is largely in the differential.
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